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Introduction

Public-Private Impact Initiative RFEI
Goal
Source innovative and impactful public-private partnership opportunities by facilitating submission
and review of ideas that fall outside the scope of NYCEDC’s other active solicitations

Source Innovative and
Targeted Proposals

Expand Vision of
EDC Partnerships

New Process for
Exploring Outside Ideas
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Range of Potential Projects
RFEI will serve as a platform for receiving a broad spectrum of project ideas
Range of Potential Projects







Programmatic initiatives
Technology pilots
Capital projects
Impact investment opportunities
Facilities operations innovation
Other creative partnership structures

EDC Resources Available
 Access to NYCEDC asset(s)
 Marketing and publicity support
 Technical assistance and project management
support provided by NYCEDC staff
 Community and network building assistance
 Targeted seed capital*
 Other types of strategic partnership support

Proposals should clearly communicate how EDC partnership amplifies the project’s impact
* Limited amounts of targeted seed capital may be offered at EDC’s discretion based on EDC’s assessment of the proposal and availability of internal resources
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Idea Sourcing

Identifying Challenges and New Opportunities
Public Private Impact Initiative

Resources



New avenue to inform NYCEDC
perspectives

1.

Asset Directory



Community-driven project ideas

2.

List of Current EDC Priorities



Where and how outside parties are
interested in collaborating or investing
alongside NYCEDC

3.

Evaluation Process

Work together to inform thoughtful interventions
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NYCEDC Asset Database
High-level data on select NYCEDC assets that may be incorporated into proposals
 Proposal providers may submit ideas that request use of one or more assets listed in this database
 Potential asset-focused proposals could range from development projects, technology pilots,

management contracts and other public private partnership arrangements
 The first iteration of the database includes basic information, including:

o

Asset name

o

Square footage

o

Primary use

o

Relevant lot numbers, coordinates,
other location-focused information

o

High-level description of EDC’s interest in
the asset
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Strategic Priorities List
List of key focus areas to serve as inspiration and guidance for proposal providers
 Includes ‘Impact Areas’ where EDC is particularly interested in exploring partnership opportunities
 This living list, which NYCEDC expects to evolve over time with the City’s priorities, can help potential

Respondents strengthen their ideas by aligning proposals with NYCEDC’s impact goals
Climate
Change

Public
Health

Industry Development
for Good

Big Ideas in
Urbanism

Mitigating climate
change through
sustainability, resiliency
and environmental
efforts that create
economic opportunity

Addressing the links
between public health,
economic development
and environmental
infrastructure to make
NYC healthier

Supporting industries
and innovations that
address societal
challenges and uplift
workers

Projects that make
New York City the most
exciting, innovative place
to live and do business
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Evaluation Process

Evaluation Process
Designed to identify and prioritize feasible proposals likely to advance NYCEDC’s mission
Step

Pre-Proposal

Initial Intake

Description

Respondent
reviews relevant
pre-proposal
materials (i.e.
the RFEI and
accompanying
materials)

Respondent
completes and
submits Intake
Form
(standardized
document,
capturing highlevel
information on
the proposal)

Stage I:
Conceptual Review

Stage II:
In-Depth Review

Implementation

NYCEDC performs a
conceptual review of the
idea’s core goals and
features

Respondent will be asked
to supply more detailed
information on their
proposal

EDC engages with
Respondent to
implement
proposal

This review serves as an
early checkpoint to
assess the proposal’s
general feasibility and
determine if the proposal
should be explored further

Based on this review,
NYCEDC will approve the
proposal for
implementation,
discontinue the process
or advise the Respondent
to pursue an alternative
course of action

Allows EDC and the Respondent to connect early in the review process
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Evaluation Framework
Proposals will be assessed in three main areas
Proposal Profile – 30%

Financial Profile – 30%

Impact Profile – 40%

Assesses the quality of the
proposal, relevant skills and
experience of the Respondent
team and potential path to
implementation from an
operational perspective

Assesses the financial
position and/or prospects of
relevant entities relative to the
proposal’s NYCEDC resource
requests

Assesses the human,
economic and environmental
impact of the proposal and its
anticipated outcomes

Understanding Anticipated Outcomes

Evaluating Impact of
Outcomes
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Value-Add Summary

Value-Add Summary
Designed to enhance lines of communication with outside idea providers
Internal

External

EDC will benefit from:

External stakeholders benefit from:

 A new way to vet and explore new ideas
brought directly to EDC
 Sightlines into where outside parties are
interested in partnering and investing

 An avenue for proposing creative partnerships
to achieve shared goals
 Increased visibility into EDC’s strategic
priorities and available resources
 Access to key resources that can help
catalyze projects and maximize impact

Tool will be a lasting piece of EDC infrastructure that may be adapted based on EDC’s changing needs
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Additional Information
Key Dates
 April 19th – RFEI Release
 May 6th – Public information session
 May 15th – Deadline to submit questions to ppii@edc.nyc for the May 28th Q&A posting
 May 28th – EDC will post answers to questions received between April 19th and May 15th. After this initial post, EDC

will accept questions on a rolling basis, posting answers to questions every three months*

Key Resources
 RFEI Website – edc.nyc/PublicPrivateImpact
 Strategic Priorities Page – edc.nyc/PPIIStrategicPriorities
*

EDC will post answers to questions every three months by the final business day of every third month. To have questions answered in EDC’s next website posting, potential
Respondents must submit their questions by the 15th of the third month of the rolling three-month Q&A period. EDC may update the list of questions and answers on the web page
more frequently.
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Q&A

